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Abstract-When studying the therapeutic efficacy or potential 
new drugs, it would be much more efficient to use predictors in 
order to assess their toxicity berore going into clinical trials. 

One promising line or research has rocused on the discovery 
or sets or candidate gene profiles to be used as toxicity indicators 
in future drug development. In particular genomic microarrays 
may be used to analyze the causality relationship between the 
administration or the drugs and the so called gene expression, a 
parameter typically used by biologists to measure its influence at 
gene level. This kind or experiments involves a high throughput 
analysis of noisy and particularly unreliable data, which makes 
the application or many data mining techniques very difficult. 

In this paper we explore a fuzzy formuJation or the a priori 
algorithm, a technique whose crisp version is commonly used to 
mine for subgroups in large datasets; the purpose is to extend 
the original method, already sujtable to deal with large amount 
or data, in a way that naturally allows the user to deal with the 
Intrinsic imprecision In the data. 

The algorithm Is tested on real data coming from experimental 
genomic data. . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Genomic arrays are a powerful instrument of analysis for the 
experts in the field of drug toxicity research, since they provide 
them with a better global picture and allow them to analyze 
the interactions among thousands of genes simultaneously. 

One important advantage when working with micro arrays is 
thus the high data throughput; on the other hand this implies 
the need of coupling their use with sophisticated data mining 
techniques in order to extract the information that is actually 
useful for the case at hand. Moreover, as in many other real 
world applications, the original data is usually not reliable 
enough, because of imprecisions in the measurements, noise 
or other causes inherent to the nature of the data itself. 

In this paper we present a modification of the a priori 
algorithm, a well known method aimed at finding regularities 
in a series of data in order to discover co-occurring elements. 

The very large amount of possible combinations that need to 
be analyzed cannot be dealt with through exhaustive search, so 
obviously particular attention'must be paid to the choice of the 
data structure used to store the information. Also, as already 
pointed out, the poor quality of the data cannot be ignored. 

The fuzzy formulation of the a priori algorithm presented here 
addresses the latter point. 

Section II introduces the basic concept of "association rule" 
and Section III summarizes the original formulation of the a 
priori algorithm; Section IV then presents the fuzzy extension. 
We discuss our results in Section V and finally in Section VI 
we conclude and discuss possible further extensions. 

II. ASSOCIATION RULES 

The a priori algorithm belongs to a class of methods whose 
goal is to find regularities in a set of data in order to discover 
co-occurring elements and to generate a set of rules that can 
be used for prediction [I], [2]. 

A field in which it may typicalIy find applications is market 
basket analysis, where one wants to determine the items that 
customers buy together so that. knowing what products are 
already in the shopping cart, it may be possible to infer the 
presence of other products; such information is stored in the 
form of an association rule. 

An association rule stores the attributes for a particular 
sample; in the case of market basket analysis, the customers 
represent the samples, and the items they bought are the re
spective attributes. In the standard formulation of the problem 
an association rule contains crisp information (either an item 
has been bought or not). The goal is, of course, the selection 
of interesting rules from the whole set, so some measure is 
required in order to attach a relevance value to each rule. 

One of the quantities that are commonly considered is the so 
caIled support of the rule, that is the percentage of samples for 
which the rule applies. Usually a minimum support is specified, 
so that only the samples represented by those rules whose 
attributes satisfy at least the specified number of rules are 
selected (that is, we are interested in frequent subgroups of 
items.) 

Despite not being conceptually too challenging in principle, 
the task of rule selection presents obvious difficulties, since an 
exhaustive search through all the rules is practically unfeasible 
due to the very high number of possible combinations; what is 
needed is an effective way to store the elements and to process 
them. 
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Fig. I. A prefix tree built using five attributes. The nodes represent the 
subgroups with their associated counters; when no pruning occurs, the tree 
grows until no more elements can be added to a subgroup; the ordering of 
the attributes ensures that duplicate subgroups are avoided. 

Many sophisticated algorithms for mining association rules 
exist in literature [2] and several modifications of the basic 
fonnulation of the problem have been proposed in an attempt 
to improve perfonnance [7]. or to consider different definitions 
for the constraints [5] and so on. We argue that an a priori
based approach combined with use of fuzzy logic may still 
prove effective. especially when dealing with unreliable data. 

III. THE A PRIORI ALGORITHM 

In this paper we follow the implementation described in [3] 
and use a prefix tree as the main data structure. 

The structure of this tree is sketched in Figure 1. Each node 
of the tree represents an association rule identified through its 
attributes; it also needs to contain a counter indicating the 
frequency of the 'rule in the original dataset in order to be 
able to assess whether the support constraint is satisfied or 
not. 

Storing the tree is expensive in tenns of memory. and its 
implementation also affects the perfonnance during the search 
for frequent subgroups. The idea behind a prefix tree is that 
we do not need to store the complete information about a rule 
at each node. 

More precisely. each of the nodes at depth n in the tree 
represents the last element in a rule describing a sample with 
n attributes and it will also contain the counter. The whole 
rule can be easily reconstructed and this solution seems also a 
natural implementation that facilitates later access to the data. 

II Choose minimum required support ii 
II Initialize variables 
n = 1 II frontier counter 
II Initialize first frontier 
PI = {(ai)lIsupport«ai» 2: q} 
II Build remaining frontiers 
REPEAT 
II Expand each subgroUj in previous frontier 
VS:= {(ar,af •. . . ,an- I)} E Fn- I : 
II using elements from lhe first frontier 
A = {aill(ai) E FI 1\ (index(a,) 2: index(a~_ I)} 
Va E A : F .. = F .. U (Sj a) 
II clean n-frontier 
Fn = {S, E fnllsupport(Si) < q} 
F .. = Fn - Fn 
II Update frontier counter 
n=n+l 
UNTIL (F .. = {}) or (stop condition) 

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code describing the process of building the prefix tree. 

whose index is greater than the those of the elements already 
present. Obviously the tree is greatly simplified by eliminating 
this redundancy. 

No element added to a subgroup that does not satisfy the 
support constraint may possibly generate a frequent subgroup 
at any successive level thus justifying the early pruning of 
the tree. Since growing the tree may cause a combinatorial 
explosion. the pruning mechanism is meant to try and keep the 
memory consumption low since the frontiers deep in the tree 
will contain fewer and fe~er elements to be further expanded. 

This iterative process is repeated until it is no more possible 
to expand the last frontier or another stop condition is true. as 
may be the case if a maximum depth for the tree was specified. 

Figure 1 shows an example of such prefix tree. with its 
typical highly unbalanced structure. In this example. the tree 
was built starting from five attributes that, by themselves. 
appear in at least as many rules as specified by the chosen 
support; in other words. those elements will fonn the 1-
frontier. 

Assuming that all nodes satisfy the constraint for the support 
at each depth level. no pruning will be required; nevertheless 
the ordering of the attributes ensures that repeated subgroups 
are avoided. All subgroups can be easily retrieved from this 
dll,ta structure. 

The tree is built incrementally as described by the pseudo- IV. Fuzzy SUBGROUP MINING 

code in Figure 2, where we use the tenn Un-frontier" to The approach just outlined provides an efficient solution 
indicate the collection of all subgroups containing n attributes. in tenns of memory and time requirements. One limitation. 

The generic n-th iteration consists of two steps: at first though. is that in the original formulation the association rules 
all rules containing n attributes are generated; after that, the are meant to represent crisp infonnation (in the market basket 
ones not satisfying the frequency requirement are pruned, thus analysis example, a customer either bought an item or not). 
generating a clean n-frontier. The rules of size n + 1 can In many real world applications it is very unlikely that the 
be easily built by selecting one element at a time from the original data is already accurate enough to be used as an input 
i-frontier and adding it to one of the subgroups of size n. for the algorithm; for instance. when working with biological 
Moreover. since for our purposes two subgroups are identical data it is mandatory to take into account some imprecision due 
regardless of how the elements they contain are arranged. we to measurements or just biological variability. so such crisp 
can avoid testing unnecessary combinations if all the elements decision Jines are inappropriate. 
are assigned an identifier that defines an order on them. Moreover. the generation of the association rules themselves . 
Extending a subgroup will only be allowed with elements is an intrinsically imprecise task since a clearly cut decision 
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........... 

II Choose minimum required support .. u 
II Initialize variables 
n ::: 1 II frontier counter 
FOR all chosen fuzzy thresholds J,t,o, J.'l, ••• , /;k 
II Re·build first frontier using data obtaifled with cu"ellt fuzzy 
thre~hold 
Fi~ = {((li)1I8Uppor~k «a.)h~ u} 
II Build additiona/frontiers . 

':- .... 

REPBAT 
II Expand .each 'Sub.group in previouS frontwr . 
II (previous lron/ier mal have been built during .lasi rUn) 
VS := {(ai' c4, .... an- d} E F.,. - l : 

t:~!~fff.r:tsr~~~~~i~!! 
Fn = {So E EnIl8~pp.Q1't(SS<a} .. i' .. ,: .. :: '.: .:-:< 
F, Po . E ' '»' .. ' ......... .. .. <:':. 

1/1I;ddt; jt6~7i~~: ~Qiiiit~i' . ';'; ... .::;·~>.;;:i;,;>:. 

~:~~#t~;~~~~~ _m 
,,: . .' .'<.':.;'.:~.;':,.::.<.::.:~.{.~ .. ~ .. >':'~"':.~:'" : .:~ ./ .. :.:....... '.~~',: 

::~/:~~ ,::.~. :::::";':': 

line is riiriiWaYiiJj~ble~"~t;:-th€ :8oritfarY. it is "often desirable to 
leave somtl freedom to thtl users... in terms ofint~raction with 

tn~alg:~:::I: "';:~~iteisiO~ ::: IS':' ~us ' ' .. : i~ :/ ~~·bjding ·· ~f 
fuzzy logic [13] in the I!1gorithm itself by letting the 

.. :-.~ .. :",:' ... ~.;~.::. '-:">:':: 

.: ....... : ... :', ... ; ," :': :. :'" 

at~i.butes s,toredil1:th~ C:aSll()()jlltiql);lJlles .crepres~n~ . Il.c:fuzzy discovtlr~d :SUOglUU][>li 

~~~r:q~f:~=~ti~j~ ·~;'~'~~~~o%~·.~u::rtoio:oC:: ·~:~ :~::,::~tF::::.~f4~:~ ~;::Il) ··tlt;;.T~ .~.~~;;; ... j: 
influence ~hepruningofthe prefi.x,tree. ...... Asucce$siv.e-'runwitbafuzzythteshold::. 1'- :~ ' n discovers 

wi.th .. Figurc2is ill the construction 'of the first frO'rttieti 'TI1e 

Eea}'igES~;~~ 

another· attribute (g )·that"now satisfiestl)e,.coi:lsttairtt,·: moreOver 
attribu.te.·a .is .reeonsidered .an<ilaccepted inthe~panded first 
.ft'Qtlti¢t'.~cause;~than:kS'Jo ,thelQW'ctfuizy.:threshOJd/-if ,n6w 
§at.i~fiei .. 1he-:stipportcdnstraink·This.·. atttibU'te:l$;5 a.,sigtied:.:a 
bighet:internal index. ,and. isappenderl<attheendofthelistof 
a"lailableattributes (this is indicated' by ;$·':in·the;lowef' Juut 
of Figure .4). . .. :: .... :, .. ; ..... :;:. 

·,cc',·1ibe·:.U'!!e.··may.:·noW :CK>t\:tifiue c .. to ·..grow' by:e*pandtng;::the 

·· !'e~~:~~:!~~~~::: ~L~e~~::.t::;~~~.::;~:::::"'oo"::::~ 
'?>{ndhis :6rst 'it¢r!ltioo;, tln:: treeoisbtiiltas .. describedeatlier throughout different runs in order to keep the tree consistent. 
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TABLE IV 

SELECTED GENES FROM THE MECHANISM- BASED PREDICTORS 

Genes of Interest t;lass Drugs 
TNF. LTBR. p21. Cytochrome P450, E2F3, GAP(DH), PDGt'A, HSP, DNA damage Cisplatin 

Interleukin, PliO, STAT, Toll-like receptor, Uncoupling Protein 
Caspase 9, STAT, DEFCAP, Calpain 6, multiple HSP. GSTP1. IOFP, Aminoglycosidcs Gentamycin 

LTB,c-AMP, Cytochrome C Tobrarnycin. Kanamycin 
CREB, CAPG, CDC, CDK. GADD45, li2F,COX, Cytochrome p450, CalcIUm Kanamycin 

EIF.FOF. HSP, HIF. 116. MAPK8. PPAR transport Cyclosporin 
ARU, ASB3, Calpain • CDC, CENPE, DEFCAP, Laminin. LTB, Ribosomal Gentamycm 

Acetyltransferase, CAMP kinase. SRC phosphoprotein 2, inhibitors Tobrarnycin 
Cytochrome C, Elongation factor B 

sidered. ideally corresponding to the two cases in which the 
influence in PST is qualitatively more relevant than in cr and 
vice versa. This new formulation takes into account not only 
the value of the fold-expression in PST or cr, but their ratio as 
well, as is summarized in Table III. A graphical interpretation 
is given in Figure 6. 

Experiments analogous to the ones previously described 
were carried on using the new groups and we considered genes 
expressed in either of the two groups. 

It is worth noting that in this case some of the resulting 
subgroups were considered relevant from the biological point 
of view, since they corresponded to groupings already known 
from literature. 

Biologists defined a list of "classes" that grouped some of 
the drugs according to their known mechanism of action and 
examined the subgroups discovered by our algorithm that fell 
into one of those classes (that is, whose support matched one 
of the classes). 

They noticed that some of the genes belonging to those 
subgroups had already been described in the literature and 
were known to be related to that particular mechanism of 
action. While other genes were a new addition. Those genes 
appeared to be related to particular drugs, responding to them 
and signaling their toxicity, thus representing good candidates 
as predictors for the respective drug class, 

Table IV presents a selection of those genes together with 
the class they describe and the drugs that form this class. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The use of a fuzzified version of the a priori algorithm 
proved to be very promising for the application to genomic 
data mining. 

The peculiar nature of the data, namely highly noisy bio
logical data, makes it very difficult to use traditional crisp data 
analysis tools; our approach, in addition, was considered very 
intuitive by the experts and allowed them to explore the data 
and refine their hypotheses, in some cases confirming them, 
and to select a smaller sample of interesting candidates from 
the whole dataset. 

The results found during the preliminary experiments de
scribed here are encouraging, since they are supported by 
existing literature and also offer new insights that open the 
way to further research. 

Future work will include more testing on larger datasets and 
will benefit from increased interaction between the experts in 
the two fields of data analysis and biology. 
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